CS1951R Collaboration Policy

Adapted from CS1570 Policy

Please read this policy carefully.

We strongly encourage teaching and learning with your peers. We also strongly encourage taking advantage of Wikipedia and other online sources during your education. We want every sufficiently motivated student in the course to be able to understand and complete all the homeworks and projects. At the same time, your work must, in the end, represent your own understanding of the material.

- **Using the internet:** This course will have significant technical components, and we expect you to make use of the online resources to solve some technical problems like interfacing with components and installing packages. Finding solutions online is an important skill! However, you may not make use of the internet to find implementation details (code, pseudo-code or otherwise) of the algorithms and systems we are asking you to develop.

- **Using your peers:** You may discuss ideas and debug with your peers. However, keep you will be assessed individually on exams (which may involved randomized components), so get in the habit of seriously thinking about each problem alone before looking for peer and online help.

Sign below to indicate that you have read and agree to the collaboration policy.
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